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ABSTRACT 
Some results are presented giving conditions under which the algebraic sum of two closed linear 
subspaces is closed. It is shown that these results imply a theorem of Davies and Lotz that in Frechet 
lattices, and in particular in Banach lattices the algebraic sum of two closed lattice ideals is a closed 
lattice ideal. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If M and N are linear subspaces of a linear space E over the real or complex 
number field, then the algebraic sum M+ N of M and N is the linear subspace 
of E generated by the union of M and N, i.e., an element of M+N can be 
written as the sum of an element of Mand an element of N. This decomposition 
need not be unique. If A4 and N have only the zero element in common, then 
the decomposition is unique and A4 and N are called linearly independent. In 
this case the algebraic sum is a direct sum. 
In the infinite dimensional case the algebraic sum of two closed linear sub- 
spaces of a normed linear space or even of a Hiibert space need not be closed. 
It is well-known, however, that if at least one of the closed-linear subspaces is 
finite dimensional, then their algebraic sum is closed as well. In a Hilbert space 
it is well-known that if the two closed linear subspaces are orthogonal, then 
their direct sum is closed. 
For the theory of Banach spaces, the first result, giving a necessary and 
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sufficient condition, for the algebraic sum of two closed linear subspaces to be 
closed is due to H. Kober ([3], Theorem 1.1) and may be stated as follows: 
(1.1) THEOREM (H. Kober). If A4 and N are linearly independent closed 
linear subspaces of a Banach space (E, 11.11) then the direct sum M+ N is closed 
if and only if there exists a constant A > 0 such that for ail x, y E E with x E M 
and y E N we have 
(1.2) lI4l4Ix+~ll. 
That the condition (1.2) is sufficient follows easily. The necessity, however, 
follows from the closed graph theorem. If in Kober’s theorem the linear spaces 
M and N are not linearly independent we have to pass to the quotient space 
E/(Mfl N), and observe that M+ N is closed in E if and only if M/(Mfl N) + 
+ N/(MnN) is closed in E/(MflN). The norm condition (1.2) has to be re- 
placed by the same condition for the quotient norm of E/(MnN). 
In the theory of Banach lattices it was shown independently by E.B. Davies 
([2]), Theorem 5.3) and H.P. Lotz ([4], Theorem 1.12) that the algebraic sum 
of two closed lattice ideals of a Banach lattice is a closed lattice ideal. In this 
case, Kober’s condition is hidden in the fact that every norm convergent se- 
quence in a Banach lattice contains a subsequence that is relatively uniformly 
convergent. 
In a subsequent paper Lotz extended his result to the case of locally convex 
and locally solid topological vector lattices in the form that the algebraic sum 
in the dual space E’ of a locally convex and locally solid topological vector 
lattice E of two a(E’, E)-closed lattice ideals is a(E’, E)-closed. 
The above mentioned and related results suggested to the author a few more 
general results of this type containing these results as special cases. 
I am indebted to the referee for pointing out that a theorem of D. Sarason 
[7] to the effect that the algebraic sum N” + C is norm-closed in L”, also fits 
into the framework of the results of this paper. The details are presented below 
at the end of section 2. 
2.THE SUM OFTWOCLOSEDLINEAR SUBSPACES 
For terminology and results concerning topological linear spaces not ex- 
plained below we refer to [8]. 
The general setting will be a pair of linear spaces E and F over the real or 
complex numbers which are in duality with respect to a bilinear form (x,x’>, 
XE E and X’E F. We shall assume that the bilinear form is separating in each 
variable separately. We shall denote such a pair by (E, F; ( * , * )) or (E, F) if no 
confusion can arise. An example of such a duality is a locally convex topo- 
logical vector space and its dual of continuous linear functionals. 
If U is a linear subspace of E, then we denote as usual by U” the polar set 
of U, with respect to the duality (E, F), i.e., U”: = {X’E F: (x,x’> = 0 for all 
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XE U}. It is well-known that Uoo: = {xEE: (x,x’> =0 for all X’E U”} is the 
o(E,F)-closure of U, and so U= Uoo if and only if U is o(E,F)-closed. 
We shall begin with a theorem expressing a general principle underlying the 
results of this paper. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let II and V be two linear subspaces of E. Then in F, 
U” + V” = (Un V)‘, and so U” + V() is o(F, E)-closed, if and only if for each 
z’ E (Un V)’ the linear functional z: + O defined on U+ V equal to z’ on U and 
equal to zero on V is a(U+ V, F)-continuous. 
PROOF. Assume first that U” + V” = (Ufl V)‘. Then for each Z’E (Ufl V)’ 
there exist elements X’,Y’E F such that X’E U”, y’~ V” and z’=x’+y’. Hence, 
zL+, is the restriction of y’ to U+ V, and so is o(U+ V, F)-continuous. 
Conversely, assume that for each Z’E (Un V)’ the linear functional z;+, is 
o(U+ V, F)-continuous. In order to show that (Un V)‘= U”+ V” we observe 
first that always U”+ V’C(Ufl V)‘. If z’e(UnV)‘, however, then, by hypo- 
thesis, z; + 0 is a(U+ V, F)-continuous, and so from the Hahn-Banach extension 
theorem it follows that there exists an element y’eF such that z;+, is the 
restriction of y’ to U+ V. Hence, y’~ V” and z’-y’~ U” and so finally 
z’= (z’-y’)+y’~ U”+ Vc); and the proof is finished. 
REMARK. Observe that if (Un V)’ = U” + V”, then obviously also (Uoon 
n Voo)‘= U”+ I’@. For this reason Theorem 2.1 may be strengthened some- 
what for the case that the linear subspaces are a(E,F)-closed. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. Let U and V be two a(E, F)-closed linear subspaces of E. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) The algebraic sum U” + p is o(F, E)-closed. 
(ii) U” + V” = (un V)O. 
(iii) For each Z’E (Ufl V)‘CF, the linear functional z:+, defined on U+ V 
equal to z’ on U and equal to zero on V is o(U+ V, F)-continuous. 
PROOF. We only need to show that (i)*(ii). To this end, observe again that 
always (Ufl I/)‘> U” + V”. To prove (ii), let Z’E F satisfy z’ f (Un V)’ and 
z’$ U” + Vc. Since by (i), U” + V” is a(F, E)-closed it follows from the Hahn- 
Banach separation theorem that there exists an element ZE E such that 
(z, z’) = 1 and (z,x’+ y’) = 0 for all X’E U” and y’E I’o. The latter implies that 
ZE Uoo = U and ZE Veo = V, and so ZE Uf7 V contradicting the relations 
Z’E (Un V)’ and (z,z’) = 1. This finishes the proof. 
The paper of Lotz [5] suggests still another principle that is involved in these 
results. To explain this we need first a few algebraic preliminaries. 
For a pair of linear subspaces U and V of a linear space E we denote by A 
the addition map, i.e., A is the mapping (x,y)+x+y of Ux V into E. It is 
obvious that A is an algebraic homomorphism, its kernel is the linear subspace 
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H of Ux V of all (x, -x), XE Un V, and its range is the algebraic sum U+ V 
of U and V. The addition map is one-to-one (injection) if and only if U and 
V are linearly independent. 
For a duality pair (E, F) the addition map A is obviously a continuous homo- 
morphism of Ux V, endowed with the product topology a(U, F) x a(l/ F), 
into E, endowed with the cr(E,F)-topology. With respect to the duality the 
continuous mapping A determines an adjoint mapping A’ of F into the dual 
(Ux V)’ of the topological linear space Ux V. It is easy to see that the 
adjoint A’ of A maps every Z’E F into the ordered pair of linear functionals 
(z;, z;) E (U x V)‘, where .z: is the restriction of z’ to U and zh is the restriction 
of z’to I/respectively. Also observe that the dual of (Ux V) can be represented 
by the Cartesian product of the dual spaces U’ and V’ of (U, o(U, F)) and 
(V, o(V, F)) respectively and that U’ and V’ may be represented in the form 
F/U0 and F/V0 with the linear quotient topologies respectively. 
As is well-known a continuous homomorphism need not necessarily be a 
topological homomorphism, i.e., an open mapping as well. Using the well- 
known result (see [8], IV, 7.3) that a continuous homomorphism is topological 
if and only if its adjoint has a closed range we may rephrase Theorem 2.1 as 
follows: 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let U and V be two linear subspaces of E. Then (Un V)’ = 
= U” + V” if and only if the addition map A of U x V into E is a topological 
homomorphism. 
PROOF. We shall first assume that (r/n V)’ = U” + p. As remarked above, in 
order to show that A is a topological homomorphism we have to show that its 
adjoint A’ has a o(U’x V’, Ux I/)-closed range. To this end, we shall show that 
the range of A’ is Ho. To see this, let (u’, u’) EH’C U’X I”. Then using the 
representations U’= F/U0 and V’= F/V’, we have that for all X’E Un V, 
((x, -x),(u',u'))=(x,u')-(x,u')=O, and SO o’-u’E(UnV)“. By hypo- 
thesis, u’- u’= U”+ p, and so there exist elements X’E U” and Y’E V” such 
that u’-u’=x’+y’. The linear functional z’: =I/-y’=x’+u’~F has the 
property that its restriction to U equals u’ and its restriction to V equals 0’. 
Hence, the range of A’ is the o(U’x V’, UX I/)-closed linear subspace Ho. 
Conversely, assume that the range G of A’ is a( U’ x V’, U x V)-closed. Then 
G”={(u,u)~U~V:(u,~‘)+(o,~‘)=Oforall~’~F} isequaltoH, thekernel 
of A, and so also G=H’. Then if Z’EF satisfies z’~(Ufl V)‘, the functional 
(z’,O)EU’XV’EH~=G. H ence, from the definition of G it follows that there 
exists an element Z~E G such that zh=z’ on U and z;=O on V. Then the 
relation z’= (z’- z;) + zb E U” + @ shows that (Ufl V)’ = U” + V”; and the 
proof is finished. 
In the theory of Banach spaces or locally convex Frechet spaces the above 
results take on a rather nice symmetric form. The reason for this is the open 
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mapping principle of Banach that states that a continuous linear mapping of 
a Frechet linear space onto a Frechet linear space is necessarily open. 
If E is a locally convex Frechet space with dual E’, then with respect to the 
duality of E and E’ we have the following result. 
(2.4) THEOREM. If U and V are closed linear subspaces of a locally convex 
Frechet linear space E, then the algebraic sum U+ V of U and V is closed if and 
only if in the dual E’ of E we have that (Ufl V)‘= U” + I/‘. 
PROOF. Assume that U+ V is closed, then it follows from the closed graph 
theorem that the addition map is continuous, and so by Banach’s principle is 
a topological homomorphism. Then A is also a weakly homomorphism and, by 
Theorem 2.3, we have that (Un V)‘= U”+ V”. 
Conversely, assume that (Ufl V)‘= U”+ p. Then again, by Theorem 2.3, 
the map A is open. From this it follows immediately that the mappings x+ y-+x 
and x+y-+y of (U+ V)/(UnV) onto U and (U-t V)/(UflV) onto V 
respectively are continuous, and so, by an argument similar to the one used in 
Kober’s theorem it follows that U+ V is closed, and the proof is finished. 
For the theory of Banach spaces we have the following symmetric result. 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let U and V be two closed linear subspaces of a Banach 
space E. 
(i) The algebraic sum U” + V” of the polars of U and V in the dual space E’ 
of E respectively is a(E’, E)-closed whenever it is norm-closed. 
(ii) The algebraic sum U+ V is norm-closed if and only if the algebraic sum 
U” f V” norm-closed if and only if the addition map of U x V into E is 
open; and in that case U”+ Va=(Ufl V)’ and U+ V=(U’fI p)‘. 
PROOF. (i) Assume that U”+ V” is a norm-closed linear subspace of E’. 
Since E is norm-complete it follows from the Banach-Katetov Theorem ([8], IV, 
6.4) that U” + V” is a(E’, E)-closed if its intersection with the unit ball of E’ is 
o(E’,E)-closed. To this end, let {MA+ u;: (x E {a}} with uh E U” and U; E V” for 
all a, be a norm-bounded net of U” + V” that is o(E’, E)-convergent to an 
element W’E E’. Denoting the elements of the quotient space E’/(U’n p) by 
[x’], X’E E’ it follows from Kober’s theorem that the nets ([z&l}, {[oh]} are 
norm-bounded. Since E’/U’fI p is the dual space of (U’Cl V”)’ and observing 
that the linear subspaces U”/Uon V” and ~p/U”fI V” are o(E’/(U’n V’), 
(U’n V’))-closed it follows from the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem (IS], III, 4.3) 
that there exists a subnet { [uj]} of {[&I} and an element U’E U” such that 
{[u;]} is o(E’/( U” n V’), (U” fl p)‘)-convergent to [u’]. Hence, there exists an 
element D’E V” such that [w’-u’] = [o’], i.e., WI--U’- U’E U”nVo and so, 
finally W’E U”+ V”, finishing the proof of (i). 
(ii) If U-t V is norm-closed, then it follows immediately from Kober’s 
theorem that the condition of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied and hence, (Un V)’ = 
= U” + V” is norm-closed. 
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Conversely, if U” + I/’ is norm-closed, then, by (i), it is also a(,??, @-closed 
and so Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.4 imply that U+ I/ is norm-closed. The 
remainder of (ii) follows from Theorem 2.3, and the proof is finished. 
We shall now show that the H” + C-Theorem of Sarason [7] referred to at 
the end of the Introduction is a special case of the following result of the type 
discussed in this section. 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let U and V be two closed linear subspaces of a Banach 
space E and let ??I be a family of linear transformations of E into E with the 
following properties: 
(i) There exists a constant M>O such that for all A E 8 we have 1 AlI SM. 
(ii) For all A E 8, AEC V and A UC U. 
(iii) For every X’E E’, v E V and E>O there exists an element A E ‘8 such that 
I(Av- v,x’>l SE. 
Then the algebraic sum U+ V of U and V is a closed linear subspace of E. 
PROOF. According to Theorem 2. I and Theorem 2.5 we need to show that for 
each X’E (Ufl V)‘C E’, the linear functional y’: =x;+, equal to zero on U and 
equal to x’ on V is a bounded linear functional on the linear subspace U+ V 
of E. 
To this end, let w = u + v, u E U, v E V be an element of U+ V, let X’E E’ and 
let E > 0. Then by (iii) there exists an element A E 8 such that 1 (Av - v, x’) 1 IS E. 
Then from (w,y’)=(v,y’)=(v,~‘)=(v-Av,~‘)+(Av,~’)=(v-Av,x’)+ 
+(Av,y’)=(v-Av,x’)+(Aw,y’)=(v-Av,x’)+(Aw,x’)~ it follows that 
I(w,Y’)lle+MIlwll.Ilx’II, i.e., for all weU+V we have I(w,y’)l<M. 
IIx’l] . I] w/I, and the proof is finished. 
Let T be the circle group with normalized Lebesgue measure. By L” = L”(T) 
and C we shall denote as usual, the algebra of classes of essentially bounded, 
Lebesgue measurable, complex valued functions on T and by C= C(T) the 
algebra of continuous complex valued functions on T respectively. H” is the 
subalgebra of functions of L” whose Fourier coefficients with negative indices 
vanish. Concerning the closed subalgebras of L” that contain H” property we 
have the following theorem of Sarason (see [7], p. 289). 
(2.7) THEOREM. The algebraic sum H” + C of the closed linear subalgebras 
H” and C of L O” is norm-closed and is the smallest closed subalgebra of L m 
containing H” property. 
PROOF. We shall only be concerned here with the fact that H” + C is norm- 
closed is a special case of Theorem 2.6; for the other statement we have to refer 
to [7]. 
The fact that Theorem 2.6 can be applied here is a consequence of Fejer’s 
theorem that the Fourier series of the functions of C are uniformly Cesaro 
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summable. To see this let U=H”, V= C and let 21 be the family of linear 
transformations of L” onto C that assigns to each fin L” a (C, 1)-Cesaro sum 
of its Fourier series. Since T carries normalized Lebesgue measure we may take 
M= 1, and so all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied. 
REMARK. The idea of using the Cesaro operators in the context of the 
theorem of Sarason is due to L. Zalcman (see [7], p. 290 and [9]). 
Theorem 2.6 is a slight extension of a result of W. Rudin abstracting 
Zalcman’s idea in a general theorem presented in a lecture at McGill University 
in 1974. 
3,ONSUMSOFLATTICE IDEALS 
We shall now turn to a discussion of the results of Davies [2] and Lotz [4] 
and [5] concerning sums of lattice ideals mentioned in the Introduction. 
Let E be a locally convex and locally solid topological vector lattice. For the 
general theory of such spaces and terminology used we refer to [I]. 
We recall that a linear subspace Z of E is called a lattice ideal whenever Z is 
solid, i.e., if g E I, f E E and IfI 5 lg/, then f c I. 
If PEE’ is a positive linear functional on E, then its so-called minimal 
extension qr of the restriction of v, to Z defined on the cone E+ of the non- 
negative elements of E by the formula: plcf) = sup {q(g) : Org <f E E+ and 
g E Z} satisfies 0 5 ql< 9 and so p1 is continuous positive linear functional on 
E as well (see [6]). 
Since the polar I0 of a lattice ideal is a lattice ideal of the vector lattice E’, 
the dual of E, it follows immediately that in order to prove a relation of the 
form (Zfl .Z)‘= I0 + Jo for two lattice ideals Z and J of E we only have to verify 
the condition of Theorem 2.1 for continuous positive linear functionals. Hence, 
by what we have just observed about the minimal extension of a positive linear 
functional and theorem 2.1 and theorem 2.3 we obtain the following theorem 
of H.P. Lotz [5]. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Zf Z and J are two lattice ideals of a locally convex and 
locally solid vector lattice E, then always (III J)’ =I0 + Jo, and the addition 
map of Ix J into E is a o(E, E’)-topological homomorphism. In particular, the 
algebraic sum of two a(E’,E)-closed lattice ideals in E’ is a o(E’, E)-closed 
lattice ideal. 
(3.2) THEOREM. In a locally convex and local@ solid Fre’chet vector lattice 
the algebraic sum of two closed lattice ideals is a closed lattice ideal. 
REMARK. Some of the above results may be extended to more general topo- 
logical linear spaces provided some form of the closed graph theorem and the 
open mapping principle holds for such spaces. 
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